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Not “This is what I want”
but “This will do”

Masaaki K A NA I

Managing Director of M UJ I

It gives me great pleasure to meditate on the publication of a book about M UJ I for
a wide, global readership.
M UJ I was founded in Japan in 1980 as an antithesis to the habits of consumer society at that time. On one hand, foreign-made luxury brands were gaining
popularity within an economic environment of ever-rising prosperity. On the other,
poor-quality, low-priced goods were appearing on the market, and had a polarizing
effect on consumption patterns. M U J I was conceived as a critique of this prevailing condition, with the purpose of restoring a vision of products that are actually
useful for the customer and maintain an ideal of the proper balance between living
and the objects that make it possible. The concept was born of the intersection of
two distinct stances: no brand (mujirushi) and the value of good items (ryohin).
M UJ I began with three steps: selecting the materials, scrutinizing the
processes, and simplifying the packaging. M U J I ’s concept of emphasizing the intrinsic appeal of an object through rationalization and meticulous elimination of
excess is closely connected to the traditionally Japanese aesthetic of ‘su’—meaning
plain or unadorned—the idea that simplicity is not merely modest or frugal, but
could possibly be more appealing than luxury. By eliminating from products the
elements of individual personality and partiality to taste, two things that people
were obsessed with at the time, M U J I left room for the individuality of the customers themselves, enabling them to make choices on how they would use the products.
Original slogans such as “Lower Priced For a Reason” and “M U J I for Each and
Every Person” convey the powerful concept of M U J I that arose from these circumstances, and continue to this day.
Since the very beginning, M U J I has flourished from the support of the
many people who identify with its concepts and the products born from those concepts. Clearly, M U J I ’s development sprang from its pursuit for items that moderate
excess and make users feel the beauty and pride in living a simple and modest life.
M UJ I has not traveled this path alone, however; through continuous communication with our customers, we have walked alongside each and every one of them.
Our products, which we think of as “mature” or “ripened”, are the fruits

Men’s 90 Degree Angle Stripe Socks, 2006.
With their 90-degree heels,
these socks fit perfectly.

of exchanges with our customers over many years. M U J I ’s unique products have
also evolved through collaboration with designers from around the world. In the
beginning, M U J I products arose from conventional products whose materials
were reassessed and whose processes were simplified, rather than from a complete
redesign. But in the pursuit for ideal products, we have become more aware that
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instead of ‘no design’, our products should display extremely sophisticated design
that fits naturally into our lives. Designers with outstanding international reputations have granted M U J I the wisdom and insight necessary to produce items like
those introduced in this book that are both uniquely simple and useful. In addition, we now cooperate with important manufacturers that boast both history and
tradition, such as Thonet. M U J I does not honor the name of the designer of each
product we release to the world. This may be why we have been able to naturally
establish a mutual understanding of essential ideas with gifted individuals, which I
believe result in authentic work.
Looking at the world today, I can clearly see that we are moving toward
a time of momentous changes. In the global economy, developed countries have
decreased their cruising speed, and in developing nations we see quick progress
and expansion. There are plans for new and advanced electricity-centered energy
use, and projects promoting the use of renewable resources and more ecologically
sensible use of all resources. There is a global awareness and acknowledgement that
we need to live reasonably if we are to have a future.
From the beginning, M U J I has held a particular viewpoint on the future
of global consumerism, and our vision will not change. Our goals are to suppress
extravagant appetites, as expressed in “This is what I want,” positing instead a
value system in which modest living, expressed as “This will do.” This desire for
moderation is something to be proud of. We hope to share our way of thinking with
as many people around the world as we can.
M UJ I carries several thousand products in categories supporting the

Remarkable umbrella, 2006.
A personal marker in the hole of
the handle turns an ordinary umbrella
into my umbrella.

core areas of life: clothing, household goods, and food. Last year we established a
research lab called, “The Laboratory of Superior Items for Living” to communicate
with customers through M U J I stores and the M U J I website, to develop products
and promote a way of living that is more comfortable, because it is ultimately more
sustainable. Our identity is shaped through a continuous assessment of both newly
developed and existing products, as expressed by our motto, “Repeat the Origin,
Repeat the Future.” A residential project called M U J I HOUSE has also been making progress in recent years, and, in some parts of Japan, groups of these houses are
beginning to develop into small neighborhoods.
The contents of this book are a curated document of M U J I ’s activities.
The photographs used are those that have been produced for advertising and PR,
and the text, written by members of M U J I ’s advisory board, uses the same words

we use naturally in discussions about the vision we have for M UJ I . The spirit behind these processes is faithfully represented by the words in this book.
For its thirtieth anniversary, M UJ I would like to expand further afield,
and not merely in market reach. There are M UJ I stores in 18 countries and territories in Europe, Asia, and North America. Our hope is that we will one day be
of help to people in many more countries, a resource at their fingertips, much like
the water that we all need.
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pp025-026
left to right
Cutlery - Table Fork, Dessert Fork,
Table Knives, Dessert Knives, Butter Spreader,
Table Spoon, Dessert Spoon, Tea Spoon,
Soup Spoon, Long Spoon, 2007.
A series of cutlery with thoroughly
considered details: angle, balance,
ergonomics, and form.

MUJI is good for you
Jasper MOR R I SON

Product Designer

My father was in the advertising business, and one of his clients was the Irish Brew-

visibly, and yet in use, over time, show another kind of generosity, the type which

ery, Guinness. When I was about eighteen years old, before I went to design school,
he arranged a job for me at the London brewery. My job was to design Guinness

comes from doing a job well for a long time without complaint.

products for the African market, where it was believed that the beer had the magi-

good for us; too many or too valuable and we are corrupted. But, we all need some
things (even Gandhi had a pair of spectacles, some sandals, a bowl, a dish and a

cal power to improve the manhood of anyone who could afford it. The advertising
slogan for the company at that time was “Guinness is good for you,” and in fact
it had been proved by doctors that Guinness was good for you, so they started to
give it to the patients in hospitals. When M U J I asked me to write something about
the company I remembered this phrase because there seemed to be some parallels
between the beer company’s outrageous claim, which turned out to be an honest
one, and M UJ I . Can a company be good for you? I think so.
In a world where everything is marketed and calculated to be a best seller
(even if very few succeed) it is surprising to find a company which takes an opposite
approach with the products they offer. Stripping things down, reducing form and
colour and denying them the primary role which they usually have would seem
like a sure way to lose sales. Such a ‘philosophy’ could never have been developed
in the west, where to sell anything you have to shout louder than your neighbour,
and where the marketing department controls everything, including the president.
So it’s no surprise to find that this company’s origin is Japan, a country with the
strongest tradition of sensibilities in aesthetics and daily life.
There are critics who would argue that the M U J I concept is just another
marketing theme, exploiting a niche in the market for those who may be tired of
all the other marketing themes. This may be true if you think of the glass of water
being half-empty, but to the one who sees it half-full, M U J I is genuine. If you take
away M UJ I there is a big hole which nothing else can fill. If the M U J I concept is
just another marketing theme then how come there are no others copying it as they
do every other theme which has originality?
As a public company there’s no question of M U J I operating like a charity, and yet for the consumer there’s an impression of generosity: not just economic,
but also conceptual. A typical M U J I product has just a small bit of extra thought
which aims to be helpful to the customer, like the marker pen which is wider at one
end than the other, signalling clearly and simply the thickness of the marker stroke
at each end, or the towel with a detail which divides the whole into smaller squares
which allows it to be cut up into floor cloths when it’s useful life as a towel is up.
These are just two examples. Other M U J I products may express their concepts less
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So how can M UJ I be good for you? Generally speaking, things are not

pocket watch) and to some extent we are defined by our choices of those things. We
may reveal to others in our choice of things that we have good taste or bad taste,
expensive taste, cheap taste, modest taste, flashy taste, snobbish taste or no taste
at all. Between the moment of choosing and paying for something and the day we
no longer have a need for it, there are certain exchanges between the thing and us.
The service provided by the thing on the one hand and how we feel about being its
owner on the other hand. For some, owning a Ferrari may be the most important
thing in life, but is owning something which only a few others can afford good for
you? I don’t think so.
There is an English importer of wine which has been selling Bordeaux
wine in England for more than 300 years, and besides all the expensive wines that
they offer, there’s one which they call “Good Ordinary Bordeaux,” which costs
much less than the others but which is fine to drink as an everyday wine. Similarly,
the M UJ I concept is to make things as well and as cleverly as possible at a reasonable price, for the thing to be ‘enough’ in the best sense of the word, and this kind
of ‘enough’ is good for you because it removes status from the product/consumer
equation and replaces it with satisfaction. The kind of satisfaction that you have
when the money you exchange for the thing is in good proportion with the value
which you receive from the thing, and the thing itself is good at being itself without
any pretension of being anything more special.

M U J I is good for you

Jasper MO R R I S O N
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Muji: Reinventing the Future
John C J A Y

Creative Director

For 30 years, M U J I has defied the conventions of product design and marketing.
The founding visionaries who saw a future for everyday products by reducing, rather than increasing, their allure, helped to redefine consumer expectations through
the refined lens of Japanese culture.
What is remarkable about the M U J I success story is the longevity and
breadth of its philosophy as a business model. This modesty survives today despite
serious growth issues as it transitioned into the 21st century. From 1999 to 2001,
M UJ I was on a downward spiral, losing money for the first time in its history, shaking the self-confidence of its creators and loyalists.
Growth and change will challenge the future of any long lasting brand and
how a brand evolves is not for the faint of heart or those who fear new ideas. The
ability to initiate risk is the mark of any great leader but M U J I had to rediscover its
raison d’être in order to move forward.
No living brand can afford to stand still. Culture, consumers, investors
and competition will constantly challenge you and if you do not strategically reinvent
yourself, the competitive landscape will force change upon you. It is romantic for
designers to think that something they created can be relevant forever, but history
usually proves other-wise. In our lifetime, there are singular products that can stand
the test of time and be considered quintessential. However, M U J I is more than a
single item and function; it is a vast collection of ideas based upon a single theme of
no branding. The challenge is not simply to exist but to grow in relevance…to continuously lead and be a brand of the future. No degree of philosophical posturing,
art school naïveté, intellectual voodoo or hiding your head in the sand can ever take
away the truth; evolution and change is inevitable…even for M U J I .
The great irony is of course that the “no brand” idea has spawned a very
successful global brand, which remains the darling of the design elite. But the design
elite alone cannot sustain its future. Today, much to the chagrin of the purists, Muji
advertises on the TV in Japan, sells globally on the internet, while increasing its retail
promotions as new doors open in New York. No logo is no longer enough.
The M U J I initiated 30 years ago existed in a vastly different world. It was
born on an island. The era was pre-internet, pre-twitter, pre-cynicism, pre-bailout
and pre-Uniqlo as we know it today. In 1980, the brand started with 40 products
ranging from food to sundry items, from canned salmon to toilet paper. Today, approximately 7000 items bear the no-logo style of M U J I . The challenge is not simply
the great number of products in its inventory, but how a growing brand can stay true
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Recycled craft paper note book, 2009.

Recycled craft paper note book diary, 2009.

The recycled paper notebook is

A do-it-yourself planner.

a MUJI staple. The cover is plain,

You can start anytime.

the pages non-directional.

to its roots.
M UJ I ’s growth in the United States is an exciting moment for the brand…
not simply for the legions of old fans and new consumers but for what this challenge
can bring to the longevity and evolution of M U J I ’s legacy and future. The M UJ Ibrand clearly is at a crossroad. The New York expansion is challenging but potentially rewarding; this is a city that explodes with creativity through the conflict and
power of cultural and economic diversity. To survive in New York, you cannot be
meek: the city demands a personal point of view. Here, the real elite are the young
and the restless. The city offers the tension that all creative people live for and nothing is as invigorating or inspiring than the chance to fail. For M U J I , the craziness
of New York is the perfect kitchen for experimentation and connection to a new
generation.
Perhaps the greatest challenge facing M U J I in America is all about price
and the important balance of quality and cost. Growth brings the spotlight on M U J I ’s pricing at a time when Americans are wrestling with the concept of the “new
normal.” What is a contemporary consumer’s threshold for spending for thoughtful
design and what is the relationship between value and values? How are the higher
prices for M UJ I products in the U.S. affecting the consumer’s relationship to the
brand?
Global brands today need to be proactive; they have to be engaged with
society and consumers through their management and advocates. Social media has
increased the stakes of brand integrity. Young consumers demand transparency in
order to measure a brand’s actions versus words, and the dialogue is a dynamic twoway conversation which is immediately global. This is especially evident in areas of
social responsibility for any corporation. To propose M U J I as an environmentally
friendly company in the early 80’s is quite different from the scrutiny and standards
of sustainability today in the open access world we live in.
Relevance of any brand depends on culture and the evolution of society.
How far can the M U J I brand stretch? The legacy of M U J I will rest on its ability to
live up to its founding values while finding new consumers to grow not just in sales
but in quality, principles and ideas. M U J I has the opportunity to fearlessly lead a
new generation to a higher ground through, not despite, consumerism and design.
M UJ I began this 30 year journey by trusting the intelligence of its consumer. That trust will always serve them well.
Happy birthday, M U J I…the future is yours.
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Meeting M U J I inspires optimism.
Bruce M AU

Designer

In their honest approach we discover an opening — a way to live with modesty and
clarity in the spirit of beauty and intelligence. MUJI began as an idea, and has been
exploring and developing this way for 30 years.
As a company, MUJI got it right. They understood that their culture was
a design project, and the design of their founding idea would design everything else
they would do, including their products.
Since the beginning, they have not only believed in their idea, but also
acted on their belief in the holistic possibility of design — a generous practice that
connects simplicity and beauty with the intelligent efficiency of material, energy
and resources. This approach to the culture of design is not only aligned with the
smartest business practice and lowest cost, but also with ecology and nature.
It has been this way since the start. They applied their holistic approach,
the MUJI idea, to everything they do, from the embedded intelligence and value in
the products themselves, to their elegant and generous approach to communication.
It all begins with simple dignity in the idea that the citizen — defined not merely as
a consumer — is intelligent and empowered, and deserving of our best.
You may enter MUJI because you support their progressive mandate,
or their environmental intelligence. However, you will return to MUJI again and
again because you discover that everything they provide is delightful. That’s the
true genius of MUJI. They embed intelligence in desire. They make smart things
sexy. MUJI shows us a better way by demonstrating a new form of exuberant restraint. Advanced simplicity. Simple genius.
By creating a world in this new way, MUJI has been rewarded with a
rare kind of loyalty. Because they have quietly created this new way of being in
the world, they have been embraced. From 40 to over 6500 products, MUJI has
expanded their offering — always true to their idea. They continue to create more
and more in this new spirit, building a world of possibility. Not by perpetuating or
encouraging a cycle of consumption and waste but, rather, by encouraging a kind
of consumption that is sensitive to the act of consumption itself. MUJI allows us to
become aware of our own behavior, without judgment, in a way that improves our
lives, that demonstrates possibility, and that adds elegance and beauty.
MUJI gives us a glimpse into a world where consumption doesn’t equate
with destruction, nor pleasure with guilt. It’s fashionable to talk about how we can
make things smarter but still beautiful, sexy but still environmentally responsible,
but MUJI has actually done it. The power of MUJI lies in the fact that you need
not know about what lies at the heart of their philosophy. Their products connect
to our deepest needs, and by simply choosing to participate in their world we make
ours a better place. That MUJI not only exists, but continues to thrive and grow
ought to inspire optimism in anyone.
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Pine 5 shelf wide unit, 2008.
A shelf unit of pure pine
with distinct knots and grain
and minimal coating.

A testament to the power and importance of the founding idea is this
simple fact: even after 30 years, MUJI is still a pioneer. Not an anti-brand, but a
non-brand: an open space in the public imagination, a place where I can live my life
as I imagine it. I can define my world in a way that is not dominated by the cultural
signal of others. I can hear myself think. I can live free. In a world dominated by
domination, this idea is so unique, so unorthodox, that we still have no language
for it. MUJI exists in a category all on its own.
Perhaps MUJI is a verb: I love to MUJI.
Meeting M U J I inspires optimism.

Bruce M A U

